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About This Game

End of the Road VR is an adventure horror game set in an atmospheric environment in a dark misty forest.

You and your friends took a trip to a cabin in the woods, and when you woke up the next morning everyone was gone. Your
mission is to find out what is going on and why are you all alone. Explore the cabin and the woods using only your lantern,

avoiding or running away from the dangers that lurk in the shadows.

It is not the end of the road, here in Misty Grove.

Features:

- Roam free. You can go wherever you want and explore the surroundings.
- Feel the creeps. Walk in the dark, foggy forest with or without a light source. Did you hear something?

- Beware of the monsters. Try to avoid them, but be prepared to run for your life.
- Solve the mystery. Your friends are gone but can you find them?

- Monster behavior. Different monsters act differently, that does not mean they are not dangerous.
- Real-time walking and running. This game does not have teleportation.

- Menus designed for VR. All the menus are in the game world, easy to use and keeps you immersed.
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4\/10
Graphics and sound are a bit pants. THis game is not well optimised and did not run well on my 2080 ti.
There are a few scares here, but there is no real game to speak of. You wonder aimlessly in a forest with a lamp until something
gets you. I don't recommend this. THere are a lot better games out there.. \u628a\u8425\u5730\u7528\u5c71\u56f4\u8d77\u676
5\uff0c\u641c\u96c6\u591a\u4e2a\u9053\u5177\uff0c\u624d\u80fd\u9003\u8dd1\uff0c. This "game" is just an environment.
There was one scare that was kind of cool, but other than that it's just a creepy cabin-in-the-woods setting at night.
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